Vision

Our vision is to build a renowned school with strong faculty, innovative curricula, promising students, strong links with industry and supportive alumni.

Mission

Our mission is two-fold:

1. In teaching, to impart the habit and mode of thinking in science and mathematics using the most effective pedagogical methods;

2. In research, to contribute to the scholarship of discovery, integration, application and teaching.
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Dear SPMS graduating class of 2018,

My warmest congratulations to you on reaching one of the most important milestones in your life! I am tremendously proud of all of you.

It is your tenacity and diligence that have propelled you to your accomplishments today. However, your education does not have to stop here. Stay curious and hungry. It is a jungle out there.

As Albert Einstein had said, “Intellectual growth should commence at birth and cease only at death.”

You are part of the SPMS family. No matter how busy you are, you must stay in touch with your friends and SPMS!

All the best to your future endeavours!

Cheers!

Prof Tan Choon Hong
Acting Chair of SPMS
Dear Class of 2018,

Congratulations on your graduation! You have accomplished an important achievement. I wish you a successful career ahead and hope that the learning experience that you have gained from SPMS will be helpful in your life.

Please keep in touch. You are always welcomed back.

Prof Phan Anh Tuan
HOD for PAP

My heartiest congratulations to the class of 2018. To the graduates from MAS, it was my pleasure teaching you during your first two years at NTU and I would like to thank you for the wonderful moments and memories you have given me.

In your new journey after graduation, you may be met with opportunities and struggles. Take them in your stride and persevere with an enduring spirit, just like how you have always handled difficult math problems. At the end of the day, you can only grow stronger and better when you approach life with the right attitude.

I hope our paths will cross again someday and you will all find success in your various spheres of influence. Once again, congratulations. You have made all of us proud.

Assoc Prof Chan Song Heng
HOD for MAS

"Congratulations to all class of 2018 CBC graduates! I have had the pleasure of interacting and teaching you in several courses during your time here at CBC. Every one of you holds so much potential that is waiting to be unleashed. I hope that your time spent at CBC has been enriching, memorable, and more importantly, allowed you to forge lasting friendships.

I'm sure your graduation will only be the first of many proud and successful moments that you will experience! Always remember: there's no limit to what you can achieve!"

Assoc Prof Ling Xing Yi
HOD for CBC

"Dear Class of 2018,

Congratulations on your graduation! You have accomplished an important achievement.

I wish you a successful career ahead and hope that the learning experience that you have gained from SPMS will be helpful in your life.

Please keep in touch. You are always welcomed back.

Prof Phan Anh Tuan
HOD for PAP
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messages from the faculty

“It is my great pleasure to know all of you through organic chemistry courses. I am really proud of your accomplishments. I wish you the best of luck in your future endeavours!”

Assoc Prof Zhao Yanli, CBC

“It gives me great pleasure to teach and hold many interesting conversations with students from all walks of life. I hope as a teacher, I have given each of you something useful to take away. It is satisfying to see your progression in studies and in maturity. Continue to stay sharp and you will have a rewarding and fulfilling life ahead.”

Dr Leek Meng Lee, PAP

“Congratulations! As you embark on a new journey after your graduation, I wish each and every one of you the very best in whatever you choose to do in life…be happy and keep believing in yourself…the best is yet to come…..”

Dr Sumod Pullarkat, CBC

“Congratulations, dear students! School ends and a brand new journey is about to begin. I truly hope that every little thing that you have learned and experienced in NTU would prove handy in your future pursuits. Good luck & stay happy ;)”

Dr Sreekumar Pankajkshan, CBC
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STUDENTS' MESSAGES
I would like to make a dedication to Dr Le Hai Khoi, for being such a caring and engaging Prof. He is always so enthusiastic during lectures, making us laugh with his witty jokes.

Ko An Qing, MATH

“Graduated with recorded lectures. If I can do it, so can you.”

Ang Zi Yuan, CBC

“Don’t take life too serious. You will never get out of it alive”.

Tran Thi Thu Huong, PAP

“I would like to make a dedication to Dr Le Hai Khoi, for being such a caring and engaging Prof. He is always so enthusiastic during lectures, making us laugh with his witty jokes.”

Ko An Qing, MATH

“Graduated with recorded lectures. If I can do it, so can you.”

Ang Zi Yuan, CBC

“Alcohol is a good SOLUTION in both Chemistry and Life!”

Nguyen Minh Duc, CBC

“You can play a very small prank on others by telling them to call Planck’s number.”

Wong Yi Ren, PAP

This CBC journey wouldn’t have been the same without you Ram. Thanks for being the same partner in crime during lab sessions and making long lectures bearable. Let’s continue to annoy each other long after graduation."

Vanitha D/O Maniarasu, CBC

“The struggles we endure today will be the ‘good old days’ we laugh about tomorrow.”

Ang Zi En, CBC

To Assoc Prof Chew, I’m extremely grateful for your patient guidance during the meeting discussions for my FYP and being ever so accommodating with the doubts I have. The FYP experience was extremely enriching and rewarding on more ways than one, and greatly inspired me to do greater in the future. And to Asst Prof Rajan Singh, thank you for making the classes so enjoyable and relaxing to discuss on both physics concepts and life lessons. I will continue to work hard and remember your teachings.

Wong Yi Ren, PAP

To Assoc Prof Pun Chi Seng, thanks for being such an inspiring role model - as a dedicated and conscientious prof who is puts in 101% effort into every lecture and lesson. Thanks for having faith in your students and patiently answering to every consultation. Both you and Asst Prof Xia Kelin have given generous guidance throughout the FYP journey to which I’m immensely grateful for! I am very honoured to have been FYP student under both of you and will continue to strive to exceed my own expectations.

Lee Si Xian, MATH
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undergraduate life

Alice in Wonderland themed party for 21st Birthday Celebration

Brothers in Arms

Appreciating Suzhou’s beauty. Truly living up to it’s name!

Amsterdam Music Festival

CBC Teaching Lab

CNY Steamboat Reunion 2016

Earthlink 24th Main Committee. You guys were the best!

College of Science Day 2018

Double Trouble

Future Chemist in Progress
undergraduate life

Here’s to the souls that made Earth Hour possible!

Halloween in Stockholm during GEM Explorer Exchange

EDISON Project

GEM Prelude in Suzhou

EDISON Project

Meeting DPM!

NTU Photo-Videographic Society Outing 2016

Internship at Health Science Authority 2017

TLS Tea Party at The Hive 2016

NTU Photo-Videographic Society Welcome Tea 2015

Mad Scientist Day 2015

GEM Explorer Autumn Exchange 2016

Here’s to the souls that made Earth Hour possible!
undergraduate life
Towards Sustainability!

Science Camp 2015

Uni has taught us to just paddle forward despite in confusion #Kayaking time

The 3 Musketeers

We were blessed with the opportunity to encounter the best TA for lab! #Chemswagg

Tea Peng is awesome after 6 hours lab!

Yeah done our last exam in NTU and had a very mercy Christmas together! #work hard eat harder

NTU Open House 2018